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MISTAKES
entrepreneurs make when
writing their books…

And what YOU should do instead

info@grammarfactory.com
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Introduction
You’re going to write a book. 30,000 words
to go. Then the book goes to the editor,
the typesetter, and the printer.

Simple – right?
Wrong.

30.000
words

editor

typesetter
printer

At Grammar Factory, most of the books
we see are not the finished product.

65% of our clients lose over
7,000 words in the first round
of edits

70% end up with a completely
different structure

After you’ve spent months waking up
early, staying up late, squeezing your
writing around family, friends and work;
after you’ve said no to invitations, events
and getaways so you could get it finished;
and after you’ve spent hundreds, or even
thousands, of your hard-earned dollars
on coaches and courses and seminars so
you could finally put your knowledge onto
paper … you don’t want an editor telling you
to start over.

Fortunately, there is a solution.
100% need to add new content,
including case studies,
anecdotes, explanations and
exercises

We even told 4 clients to write
new books
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Having edited over 50 books by entrepreneurs, we’ve seen the common mistakes
that get made in the writing process. In this
booklet, we’ll share what they are and what
you can do instead to ensure you write an
awesome book.
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You’re highly qualified in your field and
have fifteen years of experience … but
you’ve just started learning about a new
area that you’re really passionate about,
and you think you’d like to make that your
new direction … and then your clients keep
asking about something else entirely…

MISTAKE NO. 1

Choosing the
wrong idea
What to do instead

Brainstorm until you find an idea that hits
the sweet spot – the intersection between
your knowledge, your passion, and what
your readers want to learn about.

The mistake most entrepreneurs make is
choosing an idea that only answers one of
these areas. However, this is a recipe for
disaster.

If you aren’t passionate
about your idea, you’ll give
up part way through.

If you aren’t
knowledgeable about
your idea, you’ll end up
rambling and repeating
yourself to bulk up your
word count (which will all
get cut once you go to an
editor).

If you aren’t addressing
your readers’ desires, no
one will want to buy your
book, and you’ll be left
with a very expensive
paperweight.
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Your
Your
passion
passion

Your
Your
knowledge
knowledge

Your
Your readers’
readers’
desires
desires
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Great books come in all shapes and sizes,
and entrepreneurs usually write one of the
following:

MISTAKE NO. 2

Not choosing one
type of book
What to do instead

1. The how to book
2. The thought leadership book
3. The interview book

Commit to one type of book before
you start writing.

4. The memoir
While all of these can work well, many
entrepreneurs just start writing without
thinking about the type of book they want
to write. They start with a bit on their story,
write five chapters that cover five steps, add
some interviews, and hope for the best.
When it comes to editing, this will either
result in:
A very confused editor who
doesn’t know what you want
to achieve, so only does a spell
check rather than reviewing
content and structure; or

An editor who edits your book
to fit one of the four book
types, resulting in any content
that isn’t relevant to that book
type being cut (we had one
case where a client’s word
count dropped by 45%).
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1
The how to book – often structured
as X steps to achieve a certain result,
in a how to book you teach your
readers how to do something using
your unique process. This is a good
choice for service-based businesses
that have a process they take clients
through to achieve a certain result.

2

The thought leadership book – this
book is more persuasive, focusing on
making your case for something
you believe in.
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Mixing and matching
Now we know what you’re thinking, can’t I
include my story in a how to book? or can’t I
use interviews in a thought leadership book?

3
The interview book – these books
focus on interviews relating to a
certain topic. The challenge with
interview books is filling in content
between the interviews to link them
together in a cohesive story.

4

Yes, sometimes content can cross genres.
However, the difference is how it’s used.
While you might have chapters detailing a
particular life experience in your memoir,
in your how to book it would be a short
example used as evidence to illustrate a
certain point, rather than going into the
same level of depth.
If you aren’t sure which book type will work
for you, try mapping out a plan for each
of them to see where you have the most
knowledge to share.

The memoir – this book tells your
story. However, to do it well it can’t
just be a chronology of your life – it
needs to focus on a specific journey
that shares a message or a lesson
you learnt.
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You have an awesome book idea, a tonne
of knowledge and a captive audience just
waiting to hear what they have to say. What
could go wrong?

Plenty.
Time and time again we see entrepreneurs
who have all the raw materials for a
great book, but they get stuck a couple of
chapters in to their first drafts. At the other
end of the spectrum, we see entrepreneurs
who have managed to push out 30,000
words on this great idea, but a third of what
they’ve written is repetitive, tangential or
irrelevant, and it’s only after editing that
they discover that there are another 5,000
to 10,000 words to write to bring their book
up to scratch.
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MISTAKE NO. 3

Failing to
plan

Why does this happen? Because they
haven’t thought about the examples they
want to include, the anecdotes they want to
share, the expert opinions they want to use
and the action steps they want to give their
readers.
Instead, as soon as they decide they want to
write a book, they sit down in front of a blank
Word document and rely on inspiration and
enthusiasm to provide the content.
In short, they fail to plan (which we all know
means they’re planning to fail).
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What to do instead

You need to plan your book!

1
Start with your book’s central idea – in
one sentence, what’s your book about?

2
Brainstorm – get a blank piece of paper
and write down your central idea. What
other ideas does this sentence spur?
Start drawing a mind map with lines
pointing from your central idea to each
related idea, and then lines pointing
from each related idea to more related
ideas.
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3
Organise your brainstorming – review your
mind map and use some coloured highlighters
or pens to link related items. Are there any
common themes that have come up? Use this
colour coding to sketch a new, more organised
mind map, grouping your common ideas.
These ideas will become the main sections or
chapters of your book.

4
Plan your chapters – complete steps 1 to 4
for each chapter. What points do you need to
cover to discuss the topic in detail? Once you’ve
listed those points, can you break any of those
into smaller points? This is the level of detail
you want.
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Of all the mistakes entrepreneurs make
when writing their books, this is probably
the biggest – thinking they have planned
their book when they really haven’t.

How does this happen?

Essentially they follow the first three steps
of the planning process and then decide
to start writing. They have their central
idea and have five key areas they want to
discuss. In fact, they’ve even organised
these areas in a five-step process. And,
knowing some of the subtopics they want
to cover in each step, they’ve come up with
some catchy headings and have listed them
in a table of contents.
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MISTAKE NO. 4

Thinking they have
a plan (when they don’t)
Is that a plan?
Not even close.

The purpose of a good plan is to guide every word
you write. With a good plan you never need to
worry about writer’s block, because you never
have to come up with new ideas – they’re all laid
out in front of you. You also never need to worry
about the writing process stopping and starting,
and taking months on end because, once again,
everything you need to write is laid out in front of
you.
Essentially, a good plan takes the effort out of
writing, because you’ve already done all of the
research, brainstorming and organisation. Once
you have a good plan, all you need to do is expand
the bullet points in that plan into full sentences.
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Instead of relying on your chapter
titles for inspiration, create a plan so
detailed your book writes itself.

Once you have your
chapter topics:

4
Do you have any evidence that will support the points you’ve listed? Evidence
includes statistics, case studies, examples, personal anecdotes, articles and
interviews.

1

5

List everything you need to discuss in
your first chapter to fully explain the
topic.

Do you have any existing content you can
use, such as blog posts and marketing
materials? Copy and paste them into the
planning document.

2
For each subtopic, ask yourself what,
why and how. What is this topic about?
Why should it matter to the reader?
How can they implement your advice?

3
Are there any common assumptions or
mistakes your readers might be making
about this chapter topic? What are they
and how can you address them?
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6
Flesh everything out – describe each point
at a high level, and do the same for each
example. Include links and references you
can use to look up more information.

7
Rinse and repeat for each chapter.
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You’ve been in business for a few years
now, and you have a slew of marketing
content up your sleeve – brochures, flyers,
blog posts, articles, interviews, case studies
and more. Writing a book should be easy,
right?
While using existing content is a great way
to boost your word count, a big issue we
see is clients who have copied and pasted
entire blog posts or articles into their book
when they don’t actually fit.

And if it doesn’t fit, it often gets cut.

MISTAKE NO. 5

Including everything
they’ve ever written
What to do instead
When trying to figure out what to include
in your book, ask yourself:

1
Is the content directly related to your
central idea? If your content doesn’t
directly relate to your central idea, it
won’t fit into your book. Instead it’s
going to confuse and frustrate your
readers as they try to figure out your
point, or lose their place once you circle
back from your tangent.

2
Does your reader really need to know this?
Sometimes content might relate to your
central idea, but it might not be relevant for
your reader given their level of knowledge
and expertise, and their goals for reading.

It’s only when you can answer
both questions with a ‘yes’
that the content should go
into your book.
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You have a great idea for your book and a
large network you can contact for interviews.
With your happy clients and your industry
contacts, you’ll have so much content that
the book will be a breeze! Right?
Most entrepreneurs contact their network
immediately with a number of general
questions based on their central idea.
However, when it comes to actually
writing the book, these interviews don’t fit
anywhere. How could they? If you’ve asked
your contacts about your idea in general,
how can you fit these interviews under any
one of your five steps?

In the end you’ve:

MISTAKE NO. 6

Interviewing
too early
What to do instead

The trick is to plan your book first
(there’s that ‘planning’ word again!),
mapping out each of the chapter
topics and subtopics Then approach
your network for feedback, quotes,
case studies and interviews on specific
topics.

This makes the individual points
in your book more credible and
compelling, structures the information
in a way that’s easy for your reader to
process, and means you get a range
of different viewpoints from experts,
rather than several of them repeating
similar ideas.

Wasted the tens of hours
spent questioning your
contacts and transcribing
their responses, and

Lost the thousands of words
those interviews contributed
to your book
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We get it – you’re an entrepreneur and you
spend all your waking hours doing client
work, answering enquiries, completing
quotes, catching up on admin, and more.
You’re lucky enough to spend time with
your family, let alone writing a book!

You need to make the time to write,
and you can get started
with these tips:

MISTAKE NO. 7

Not making time
to write

The truth is, you’re always going to be busy,
and those who wait to find the time never
get started.

What to do instead

3
Set a daily writing target, and don’t go to bed
until you’ve written your words!

1
Commit to a regular writing schedule. If
you have a regular writing time you’re
more likely to actually write.

2
Carry a notepad (or your phone) with
you at all times. When inspiration
strikes, make notes to jog your memory
the next time you sit down to write.
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4
Raise the stakes. Can you do something
humiliating or give someone you hate a large
cheque if you don’t meet your writing targets?

5
Remember that this is a short-term challenge.
You only need to make the time for the next
four to six weeks, and then you’ll be ready to
send your book to your editor!
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About Grammar Factory

Grammar Factory helps entrepreneurs write
awesome books.
We specialise in working with small business
owners who want to build their credibility and
establish themselves as leaders in their fields.
While a lot of entrepreneurs are starting to
realise the benefits of writing a book, they
don’t know how to turn their Word document
from a brain dump into a best seller.
That’s where we come in. We’re degreequalified editors who have worked with clients
in Australia, the US and Europe, and we can
turn your idea to a publishable manuscript.

In short, we make
you sound

awesome
in print.

READY TO
GET STARTED?
info@grammarfactory.com

Our Your Book Blueprint workshops create
a plan for your book so detailed your book
will write itself.

And unlike most of the editors you’ll find
online who just offer a human spell-check
service, our editing services will overhaul
your structure, content, tone and language
to make your book as compelling, coherent
and credible as it can be.

And, if you don’t have the time or desire
to write a book yourself, our do-it-for-you
ghost writing services will give you a highquality book worthy of an industry authority
with just 10-12 hours of your time.

Check out our ultimate guide to writing
an awesome book
grammarfactory.com/awesome-book-guide
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Contact us
www.grammarfactory.com
info@grammarfactory.com

Social media
facebook.com/GrammarFactory
linkedin.com/in/jacquipretty
twitter.com/JacquiPretty

Free resources
Access our ultimate guide to writing an awesome book, including:
Free webinar – How to write your book in 7 days
Free webinar – 7 steps to self-publish your book
Free interview series – Entrepreneur to author
www.grammarfactory.com/awesome-book-guide/

